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Born in Rochester, NY. Doug grew up in the 
nearby suburb of Pittsford.  A graduate of 

Pittsford Sutherland High School in 2008, he went 
on to pursue a degree in Art Education from the 
State University of New York at New Paltz.  Upon 
graduation in 2012, Doug moved back to the 
Rochester area to begin his teaching career.  After 
appointments within the Pittsford Central School 
District (K-12)  and Bloomfield Central Schools 
(7-12), Doug became the founding visual arts 
teacher and Technology Director at Renaissance 
Academy Charter School of the Arts.  After his first 
year here, and while looking to obtain a master’s 
degree, he decided that despite his passion for 
visual art and working with Rochester’s inner-city 
youth, he wanted to be a part of the architectural 
change taking place within Rochester.
 
Doug entered Rochester Institute of Technology’s 
Master of Architecture program in the Fall of 2015.  
He hopes to continue building his drafting and 
design skills to become a valuable asset to the 
Rochester community to help reinvigorate the city.  
With focuses on historic preservation, sustainable 
architecture, and modern design tastes, Doug 
hopes to be an integral part of the architectural 
discussion in Western New York.
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HENRIETTA TOWN CENTER
ARCHITECTURE
DECEMBER 2016
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A New Place to Call Home.
PROFESSOR JULES CHIAVAROLI

The Town of Henrietta lacks a central village atmosphere.  The 
two small villages of East and West Henrietta are almost in-
distinguishable from the surrounding suburban sprawl of the 
1950s and 1960s.  Because of this, the town has lacked any 
significant pedestrian oriented development.  The goal of this 
project is to create a dynamic destination that will generate 
interest, offer a variety of amenities, and of which Henrietta 
residents can be proud.

The Town of Henrietta conducted a community 
survey in 2009 that was used to update the town’s 
Comprehensive Master Plan in 2011.  In this 
survey, the residents had an opportunity to share 
what they believe are the successes and 
weaknesses of Henrietta as well as what kinds of 
things the town should focus on for future 
developments.  Erie Station Village was cited as a 
successful and family friendly development.  
Residents also stated how they wished to see 

better plaza design, a winter skating pond, outdoor 
concert venues and retail that is both engaging 
outside as well as inside.  This was the inspiration 
for the proposal here at Suburban Plaza.
 
The final concept annexes a parcel to the north to 
establish a pedestrian walkway connection to the 
surrounding neighborhoods while also providing 
outdoor recreation and concert space.  As a main 
entry into the new development, pedestrians would 

then be within the boundaries of the existing plaza 
buildings and overlooking a large multi-seasonal 
water feature.  The main purposes of this would be 
a reflecting pool in the summer with ice skating in 
winter.  However, it could be drained at any point 
and used as a roller-skating rink.  A variety of uses 
occupy the main floor of the three new proposed 
buildings, including a parking garage, offices, retail 
and restaurant space.  Above are apartments 
ranging from studios up to 3-bedrooms.
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1. BUS SHELTER
2. BIKE LANE PARKING, WATER, AND TOWN INFORMATION.
3. ROOFTOP AREA FOR APARTMENT RESIDENTS
4. NORTH FIELD
5. REFLECTING POOL (SUMMER), SKI RINK (WINTER), ROLLER 

BLADING (WHEN EMPTY)
6. PEDESTRIAN AVENUE (ALT. SERVICE EXIT)
7. AMPHITHEATER STAGE / PEDESTRIAN / SERVICE EXIT
8. AMPHITHEATER SEATING / COMMUNITY SPACE
9. BIOSWALE
10. NEIGHBORHOOD PLAYGROUND
11. CONNECTION TO EXIST. NEIGHBORHOOD

12. SERVICE ACCESS
13. SOUTH FIELD
14. SURFACE PARKING LOT
15. COVERED BICYCLE PARKING
16. RINK AND SITE MAINTENANCE
17. OUTDOOR EATING
18. OUTDOOR BAR AREA
19. RAIN GARDEN WITH CLOCK TOWER
20. RAIN GARDEN
21. BENCH AREA
22. PHOTOVOLTAIC ARRAYS

LEGEND:

Lake Tahoe Resort

West Henrietta Historic Carriage Shop

PRECEDENT STUDIES ELEVATION DETAIL

SITE PLAN
NOT TO SCALE
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TIMBER IN THE CITY 
COMPETITION
ARCHITECTURE
MAY 2016
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Going Farther with Wood.
In collaboration with Jinyan Xu.

The Essex Street Market and Andy Warhol Museum 
were seeking design proposals for a new structure 
in a previously underutilized area along Delancy 
Street in Manhattan.  Residential units were slated 
to be incorporated as well, with specific numbers 
of market-rate studio, 1-bedroom, and 2-bedroom 
apartments required.  The entire structure was to 
be made of wood, pushing it further than has been 
thought possible.

The project site is in Manhattan’s lower east side 
in the former Seward Park Urban Redevelopment 
Area. In 1967, New York City leveled 20 acres on 

the southern side of Delancey Street and removed 
more than 1,800 low-income largely Puerto Rican 
families, with a promise that they would eventually 
return to new low-income apartments. Competing 
forces within the neighborhood and the develop-
ment community long debated whether the area 
should be used to develop affordable or market 

rate housing, for commercial or cultural uses, or all 
of the above. This debate was waged in the com-

munity halls of local public school auditoriums and 
other city meeting places, in newspaper columns, 
coop board meetings, and at private strategy ses-
sions in individual homes, and eventually a resolu-
tion was reached, leading to the currently planned 

Essex Crossing development.
 

The Essex Crossing development as currently 
planned, however, could be criticized for following a 

larger bulk zoning than ideal, as well as
for not requiring the highest degree of innovative 
and environmentally proactive construction and 

energy use standards, this competition elicits re-
sponses to correct this critical lack, on at least part 

of the overall development area.

Entrants will be asked to design places for inhabita-
tion, repose, recreation, and local small scale com-
mercial exchange, as well as the creation of social 
and cultural exchanges, all while embracing new 
possibilities of wood. Entrants will be challenged 

to propose construction systems in scenarios that 
draw optimally on the performance characteristics 

of not one but a variety of wood technologies.

PRECEDENT STUDIES
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MENDON PONDS PARK TRAILHEAD
ARCHITECTURE
OCTOBER 2016
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Over the River and Through the 
Woods.
PROFESSOR JULES CHIAVAROLI

Monroe County would like to create a central trail 
head in Mendon Ponds Park, the most widely used 
park in the County’s system.  The trailhead must 
successfully merge the site with the man-made 
structure, as well as provide a logical starting point 
for hiking, skiing, community gatherings, sporting 
events, and other activities.

Building upon ideas of architect Williamson Chong 
of Canada, this project became a structure that can 
physically embody all that Mendon Ponds Park has 
to offer.  It strives to serve as not only a starting 
point for a variety of the parks uses and activities 
but also a meeting point and event center itself.  
This schematic design proposes an earthen bridge 
to provide a covering for the structure but also a 
pathway over the structure, connecting trails and
tucking the building into the site.  Drainage and 
topography were considered as the main design 
factors, with sunlight and wind also taken into con-
sideration.

PRECEDENT STUDIES

Above: Aspen Overpass Project, Edmonton, Alberta.

Left: Colorado residence with merging roof and 
landscaping.

SITE PLAN
NOT TO SCALE
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This new bridge provides not only a viewpoint for the natural amphitheater located to the western edge of 
the structure but also an event space.  During the winter months, this area can be used as an educational 
and recreational area for skiing and sledding.  It is with these uses where the building becomes part of the 
park.  It will be not only a unique structure that adds a sustainable character to the rolling hills, but also an 
attraction that will pull the residents of Monroe County outside in all seasons.

1. STORAGE AREA
2. KITCHEN
3. RESTROOM
4. EATING AND GATHERING AREA
5. OFFICE SPACE (COPY AREA BETWEEN)
6. DISPLAY AND RECEPTION AREA
7. MULTIPURPOSE ROOM

8. MECHANICAL AREA
9. WINTER OUTDOOR AREA
10. OUTDOOR EATING AND GATHERING AREA
11. ALL SEASON OUTDOOR AREA
12. NATURAL AMPHITHEATER
13. SUMMER OUTDOOR AREA
14. WINTER SKI RUN

LEGEND:

FLOOR PLAN
NOT TO SCALE
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WOODLAND RETREAT
ARCHITECTURE

MARCH 2016
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Residence in the Woods.
PROFESSOR NANA ANDOH

The purpose of this design project was to create a 
single story single-family residence for a family with 
two elementary aged children in Wisconsin.  This 
was the first project that worked specifically with 
sustainability in the RIT Architecture program.  The 
design should be creative not only in an aesthetic 
way, but in a functional way as well.

The design for this home resuted in a look at how 
sunlight affects the human body.  Bedrooms were 
placed along the eastern facade to facilitate a 
natural waking cycle, with the daylight then guiding 
the user through the structure, going from bed-
room to home office, to living and dining area in 
the evening.  Clerestory windows above the kitchen 
allow for some daylight during the morning hours.  
Although not called for in the original program, a 
careful shifting of the required elements allowed 
for an additional family room to be placed outside 
the children’s bedrooms, separated from office and 
main living areas.

Bubble diagram of third concept. Translation into a floor plan.
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Above left: Initial sketch during design evolution.

Above right:  Photograph of final presentation model.

PRECEDENT STUDIES

FLOOR PLAN
NOT TO SCALE
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RESIDENTIAL RENEWABLE RETROFIT
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Upgrading the Building Stock.

In collaboration with Rexon Carvalho (Sustainable 
Systems) and Mandala Murphy (Mechanical Engi-
neering)

Buildings energy demands make up more than 
half of all energy use today.  This project examines 
how to take an existing home in Albany, NY and 
retrofit it with active and passive solar strategies 
in order to reduce the overall energy consumption.

The majority of my work was on the solar analysis 
of each elevation of the house.  Different solar 
shading devices were studied to determine their 
effects on light penetration into the structure.  The 
goal would be to reduce solar heat gain in the 
warmer months while allowing it to enter further 
during the colder months.

Additional work of the group as a whole was the 
proper sizing and effeciency calculations of a solar 
array to offset electrical consumption.
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Sample Home Plans

Studies comparing year 
round performance of 
two solar shading 
devices.

Created in Autodesk 
Revit.
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SELECTED WORK
PHOTOGRAPHY

Wherever You Are
2014

Aquarium
2016

She Summons Demons
2015

House of Cards
2015
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A Ritual in Time and Death
2015

Éthique Cathartique
2014

A Beautiful Place Out in the Country
2014

Heartbreak Attack
2014
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